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Rock City and I salimiana like old friends. 

We tell each other:  

your skyline has changed, but the boulders are the same. 

 

This is my hometown. 

I make sense here,  

in my context 

Lake Victoria explains why for me, maji ni uhai 

the church choir explains why I learn syncopated 

rhythms by ear 

the market explains why I dress conservatively but in 

bright colors. 

 

I hadn’t been back in 5 years 

The child next door was not born yet, 

but somehow cries my name. 

I notice the patterns of our kitchen tile afresh 

and recall what “kusimuliza hadithi” means. 

Rediscovering details affirms: 

it was part of me 

it was real. 

 

I grew up here. 

This is the tree where we played we were leopards  

the rock where I scraped my knee. 

This is the classroom where I became a poet, 

learned to empathize with lonely people. 

My skin is speckled from exposure to sunshine. 

 

Back then I was a passenger 

I had images of this restaurant or that landmark. 

I can still feel my way along -  

my feet know the paths. 

But now my mind has the map, 

what was hazy is sharp, 

so I trust myself to drive. 

 

The town feels so little,  

my brothers and the trees have sprung up tall. 

My childhood friend and I both have jobs now 

we can walk to Salma Cone after dark by ourselves. 

I feel grown up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my school. 

I make sense here  

of what happened 

the neighbor explains that what I witnessed really was 

abuse 

the teacher explains that the evidence was too well 

hidden and the authorities were corrupt 

the situation explains why I care about justice, gender & 

sexuality, and representing Christ. 

 

I hadn’t been back in 5 years 

I see now the behavior’s perverse pattern 

I recall the words I needed to tell my story. 

Rediscovering details affirms: 

it was part of me 

it was real. 

 

I grew up here. 

This is the tree where I sang to God, 

my Rock in times of trouble,  

“ndiye mwamba ni salama.” 

This is where I learned to forgive, 

but also that the sun exposes all darkness  

and the sun burns. 

 

The child next door was not born yet, 

but somehow cries my name. 

 

Back then I was angry but just a kid 

I had snippets of this inappropriate action, that 

suspicious story. 

I felt my way along -  

my gut knew the truth. 

But now my mind has the map, 

what was hazy is sharp, 

so I trust myself to speak. 

 

Rock City and I celebrate my birthday together again. 

Whether the boulders give shade or shadow, ni salama. 

We are old friends walking together into the dark. 

I grow up here. 


